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SYLLABUS

MICROECONOMICS I (INE1150-E)

(Issued with the decision no.A1A..'6...IQD-fJTDH dated on,,-ff/J/JiJ)o.)

Instructors Information:

Contact address: R309 - E4 VNU campus

Full name:

Office:

Office hours:

Cell phone

Email:

Nguyen Thi Thu Hang, Ph.D.

R309 - E4 COE- VNU campus

by appointment

0904192004

ntthuhang@vnu.edu.vn

VGPhl;llllHili Dang, Ph.D.

R309 - E4 COE-VNU campus

by appointment

R309 - E4 VNU campus

0906167001
dangvph@vnu.edu.vn

Course Description:

Prerequisite: None, but a good knowledge in English and high school arithmetic, algebra, and

geometry is a plus.

(

Number of credits: 4 credits

Credit hours: 60 credit hours

Course description: This course teaches the fundamentals of microeconomics that apply to the

functions of individual decision makers, both consumers and producers, within

the larger economic system. Topics include supply, demand and prices,

consumer theory, producer theory, the behavior of firms, market equilibrium,

perfect and imperfect competition, and the role of the government and foreign

trade in the economy.
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Language of instruction and testing: English

Test forms: written and closed book

Learning activities: the course will be conducted in an interactive marmer that

requires students' frequent feedbacks. Learning activities will include lectures,

in-class discussion, case study preparation and presentation, homework and tests.

Course objectives: Microeconomics I is essential to understand how markets and the economy as a

whole work. Students will gain an understanding of various markets, the

economic behavior of firms and households in a market economy and the

environment in which they operate. This course gives you the ability to work

through microeconomic problems on your own or in a small group. At the same

time, this course will encourage you to read around the subject (including using

electronic sources) so that you can see the economics underlying everyday

stories, and be able to analyze the news, current events, public policies, etc. -) c

I will use the 4 scales (1: to be able to recall; 2: to be able to understand and !lOI

apply; 3: to be able to reason; and 4: to be able to create) - equivalent to the 6 I H
.'.JH

scales of Bloom's taxonomy - given in the Appendix to assess the level of

proficiency of the students regarding to their achievement of the expected *
learning outcomes thorough the course. Students can also use these 4 scales to

assess themselves the level of proficiency of the expected learning outcomes.

Economic knowledge and reasoning:

Students are expected to be able to acquire the knowledge of microeconomics up to the level of

proficiency 3 (to be able to reason):

o understand the concepts, scope and goals of microeconomics.

o understand the meaning and operations of supply, demand and markets.

o define and distinguish different kinds of. market structures: perfect

competition, monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly.

o understand how consumer theory works.

o know how producer theory works.
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o use fundamental microeconomic models to analyze some economIC

problems and evaluate the impacts of different government's policies on

consumers' as well as producers' decisions.

Personal and professional skills and attributes:

Through the course the following students' personal skills are developed and enhanced between ~

the levels of proficiency 2 (to be able to understand and apply) and 3 (to be able to analyze and

evaluate):

o reasoning and solving economic issues: this includes identifying, formulating and

generalizing economic issues, analyzing the issues/problems both qualitatively and

quantitatively with uncertainty, solving the issues by recommending and giving

solutions.

o researching the knowledge and practice through making hypothesis, reviewing both

print and electronic literature, and searching, collecting, analyzing and

handling/processing the information/data, testing hypothesis, doing research and

applying it to the reality.

o thinking systematically (e.g. thinking holistically, finding economic problems/issues

and their interactions, identifying priority, finding balanced solutions, analyzing

from different aspects).

Students foster and develop personal attributes (e.g. patient, flexible, self-confident,

diligentlhard working, creative thinking, critical thinking, and self-esteem) and skills (e.g.

awareness of one's personal knowledge, skills, and attitudes; time and resource management;

learning and self-learning; and self-management). Students are required to acquire a fluent use

of Microsoft Word (in submitting homework and projects) and Microsoft PowerPoint (in the

form of case study and project presentation).

Students are fostered and developed professional skills and attributes (e.g. professional ethics,

integrity, responsibility, and accountability; task organization and arrangement; awareness &

catch up with modern world's economy; ability to work independently; and self-confidence in

international working environment).

Interpersonal skills and attributes:
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In using the teaching and learning methods such as in-class discussions, case study preparation

and presentation, and homework, students are required to develop and enhance their

interpersonal skills and attributes among the levels of proficiency 2 (to be able to understand

and apply) and 3 (to be able to analyze and evaluate): teamwork (fornling effective teams, team

operation, team growth and evolution, leadership, ability to work with different teams),

communications (spoken, written and electronic/multimedia communications, presentation),

and communication in English (listening, speaking, reading and writing).

Ability to apply economic knowledge into practice:

Through lecture, case studies and homework, students are able to formulate economic ideas and

evaluate economic consequences between the levels of proficiency 2 (to be able to understand

and apply) and 3 (to be able to analyze and evaluate) within the contemporary societal and

external context.

Other course notes: Note that this is the basis for other Microeconomics courses which provide

coverage of more advanced topics. Failure to grasp the concepts on

Microeconomics I will impact heavily on your performance on the more

advanced Micro courses, so you should prepare for the lectures and discussions

in advance to take full advantage of them.

r

Textbooks and References:

Required books:

References:

Please obtain the newest version possible but older versions are ok too except

that chapter numbers might be different.

1. Pindyck, Robert S. and Daniel L. Rubinfe1d, "Microeconomics," Prentice-

Hall Publisher. (newest version is 7th edition 2009)

2. Mankiw, N. Gregory, "Principles of Microeconomics," Thomson South-

Western. (newest version is 5th edition 2009)

3. Hall, Robert E. and Marc Lieberman; "Microeconomics: Principles and

Applkations", Thomson South-Western. (newest version is 5th edition 2010)

Other recommended books and materials
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1. Arnold, Roger A., "Microeconomics," Thomson South-Western. (newest

version is 9th edition 2010)

2. Current economic and business periodicals and journals.

Assessment and Grading
-- i

Homework Assignments 10%

IGroup Presentation 5% ,
._~.-.

Midterm Exam 30%

Final Exam 50%

Attendance and Discussion! participation 5%
.-

Criteria for grading short-answer questions in homework assignments, midterm and finals

• The ideas/arguments/answers are correct, relevant, appropriate and in full with the requirements

of the questions. (70%).

• Good structure of the answer - e.g. supporting arguments/evidence/examples are given (20%).

• Good communications (e.g. writing) for the ideas/arguments/answers (10%).

Homework assignments

There will be 5 homework assignments during the semester. See Course Calendar below for their

timing and due dates. Homework is assigned in class or via email and due in class the following week.

You are encouraged to discuss possible solutions to the homework with your classmates but you must

submit your own answer. Each homework assignment must be hand written with your full name,

student number, homework assignment number, and due date.

Late homework is not accepted without prior permission/rom me.
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Group Presentation

In groups of 2-5 decided during the course, students will present their opinions for one of the cases in

the text, as assigned. Presentations should be 15 minutes maximum. The criteria for assessing the

grouJ2case presentation are (but not limited to):

• The ideas/arguments/answers are relevant, appropriate and in full with the requirements of

the case. Reference is required where appropriate (50%).

• Good communications (e.g. speaking) for the ideas/arguments/answers (20%).

• Good teamwork (10%)

• Good time management (1O%).

• Neatly and nice/attractive form of presentation (l0%).

Failure to deliver presentation as assigned would result in no grade for the assigned group case

presentation.

Midterm Exam

There will be one midterm exam to be taken in class during Week 8th of the semester. Midterm

accounts for 25% of your overall grade. No make-up midterm are available unless under very special

circumstances. Midterm will be two hours, in class, in written form, closed book and comprise both

multiple-choice questions and short-answer problems. Midterm will only cover the topics discussed in

class. For example, there will be no exam questions on topics that are in the text books or other

materials but not covered in class.

Final Exam

The final exam will take place during the final exam week of COE. Final exam accounts for 50% of

your overall grade. Make-up exam wil/jol/ow COE's policies. As with the Midterm, the Final will be

two hours, in class, in written form, closed book and comprise both multiple-choice questions and

short-answer problems. Final exam will be comprehensive, covering the topics discussed in class

during the whole semester. For example, there will be no exam questions on topics that are in the text
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books or other materials but not covered in class. However, please note that topics covered prior to the

Midterm will also come up in the Final.

Attendance and Participation

Attendance and participation together account for 10% of your overall grade. Therefore, it is important

that you attend class, and that your mind be engaged in the lectures rather than drifting off somewhere.

I welcome questions, and I don't mind interruption during lecture time as long as it doesn't get out of

hand. I will take attendance every class. I might occasionally hand out participation exercises that you

can turn in.

Each week, there will be a discussion session and practice exercises. You are expected to participate in

discussion sessions by asking questions, participating in the discussions, and solving exercises on the

board. If during these sessions you cannot solve a problem when asked to do so, explain why you

cannot do it, where you get stuck, what is the precise issue which gives you difficulty, etc. If you have

done some preparation you should be able to do this, which will prove very useful to you and the rest

of the class to work through this together. Understanding why one answer is wrong can be as

illuminating as seeing the right answer. Do not miss the class because you have not understood or

prepared the assignment.

Course policies:

Students are required to complete and submit all the tasks given by the course instructor(s)/Iecturer(s)

in time.

The class will be conducted as an interactive exchange. Students will take an active role in leading

discussion of cases, presenting cases, and providing critical commentary. Each class will involve

discussions and dialogue as major elements in the learning strategy, although lecture will be utilized to

provide grounding for subject content. Individual participants will be responsible for completing

reading assignments and participating in discussion of those readings.

The Code of Academic Integrity of the University addresses cheating, fabrication of submitted work,

plagiarism, handing in work completed for another course without the instructor's approval, and other

forms of dishonesty. For the first offense, a student who violates the Code of the University will
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receive 0 points for the assignment. The violation will be reported by the instructor(s) to the Dean's

Office and recorded in the student's file. For the second offense, the student will be failed from the

course and the reason noted on the student's official transcript.

Because it is distracting to other students and to me,. I ask that you do not carry on private

conversatiolls and keep your cells off during class time. Making a habit of this will reduce your

participation grade. Please be seated before lecture begins, and don't leave early without prior

permission since it is very distracting to me and your classmates. Arriving late or leaving early without

a valid excuse will count as half of an absence.

The text should be used to help you understand the lectures. Therefore, before class, please prepare by

reading altead in tlte text. If you have already seen the material, the lectures will be easier to follow.

After class, reread the text. Sometimes the text will explain a concept better than I did in class.

InternetlEmail .Requirements: Students are expected to regu/arlyclteck their email account.

Homework assignments, lecture notes, important information or instructions may be emailed to these

accounts.

Hints for success: Study! Do your homework! Don't miss an exam! Read the assigned chapter before

coming to the class and before doing the homework. Don't cram all the studying in the night before the

exam, or you will be too tired to think and process all the information. Donlt work too much. Get

tutoring if you are struggling, or ask the instructor for help and advice. Finally, studying in groups is

highly recommended, as long as each member of the group pulls his or her own weight, and you each

remain responsible for learning the material. It is OK to discuss homework with your classmates, but

copying somebody else's answers is cheating!

Experiences have shown that to achieve good results for each weekly session, students need an average

of 5-8 hours/week of self-study to prepare, review and complete homework assignments.
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Course calendar:
Week Teaching Lecture topics Reading! Note

Method Assil!nments -

Week Course Overview and Preliminaries: Before class:
I Introduction, (3c.h.) Read: Mankiw (Cl- ~

Lecture, - What is economics? 3), Pindyck (Cl),
discussion, Why study microeconomics? Arnold (CI-2) and
Q&A, cases, -

10 principles of economics
Hall (Cl-2)

practice -
exercises (4 - Scarcity and choice
c.h.) - Opportunity cost

Prepare for
discussions

- Production possibility
frontier

- Economic systems

- Trade and comparative
advantages In class:

Discussions and Practice Participate in

exercises: (Ic.h.) discussions and solve

- Discussion
practice exercises

- Practice exercises

Week Lecture, Supply, Demand and Before class: Homework

2 discussion, Equilibrium: (3c.h.) Read: Mankiw (C4-6), lout

Q&A, cases, Supply, demand and markets: Pindyck (C2), Arnold
practice - Demand: law, schedule and (C3-5) and Hall (C3-
exercises (4 curve, shifts and movements 4)
c.h.)

- Supply: law, schedule and
curve, shifts and movements

- Putting supply and demand
together

- What happens when things Prepare for
change? (shocks) discussions

Working with supply and
demand:
- Government interventions

- Price elasticity of demand

- Other elasticities In class:
Discussions and Practice Participate in
exercises: (l c.h.) discussions and solve
- Discussion practice exercises
- Practice exercises
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Week Lecture, Consumer Choice: (3c.h) Before class: Homework 1
3 discussion, - Budget Constraint Read: Mankiw (C7, due

Q&A, cases, - Preferences 21), Pindyck (C3-S),
practice - Consumer decisions: Arnold (C6) and Hall
exercises (4 marginal utility approach and (C5 + appendix)
c.h.) indifference curve approach

Normal goods, inferior Prepare for
, ..

-
goods, substitute goods, discussions
complementary goods and
giffen goods

- What happens when things
change?

- Income and substitution
effects

Discussions and Practice In class:
exercises: (lc.h.) Participate in
- Discussion discussions and solve
- Practice exercises practice exercises

Week Lecture, Production and Cost: (3 c.h.) Before class: Homework 2
4 discussion, - Firms Read: Mankiw (Cl3), out

Q&A, cases, - Input variables Pindyck (C6-7),
practice - Production function Arnold (C7) and Hall
exercises (4 - Isoquants (C6)
c.h.) - Average products, marginal

products, marginal rate of Prepare for
substitution discussions

- Production in the short run
and long run

. Economic costs, sunk costs,
fixed costs, average total
cost, marginal cost. ..

- Costs in the short run and
long run

- Law of diminishing returns
- Returns to scale
Discussions and Practice
exercises: (l c.h,) In class:
- Discussion Participate in
- Practice exercises discussions and solve
- HW 1 answer practice exercises

Week Lecture, Profit Maximization: (3 c.h.) Before class: Homework 2

5 discussion, - Profits Read: Mankiw (CI4), due
Q&A, cases, - Firm's Constraints Pindyck (C8), Arnold
practice - Profit-maximizing output (C7) and Hall (C7)
exercises (4 level: total revenue and total
c.h.) cost approac~, marginal Prepare for
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revenue and marginal cost discussions
approach, profit
maximization using graphs

- Dealing with losses:
shutdown rules and exit
decision

Discussions and Practice In class: '--

exercises: (Ic.h.) Participate in i
- Discussion discussions and solve
- Practice exercises practice exercises

Week Lecture, Perfect Competition: (3 c.h.) Before class: Homework 3

6 discussion, - Perfect competition: three Read: Mankiw (C14), out

Q&A, cases, requirements for perfect Pindyck (C8-9), Sample exam

practice competition Arnold (C8) and Hall out

exercises (4 - Perfect competitive firms: (C8)
c.h.) goals, constraints, costs,

revenue, profit maximization Prepare for
and total profit discussions

- Competitive markets in the
short run

- Competitive markets in the
long run: profits, loss,
equilibrium, the notion of
zero profit in perfect
competition

- What happens when things
change?

- Analysis of competitive
markets: consumer and
producer surpluses, In class:
deadweight loss, quotas and Participate in
tariffs discussions and solve

Discussions and Practice practice exercises
exercises: (Ic.h.)
- Discussion
- Practice exercises
- HW2 answer

Week Review and Review for Midterm (3c.h.) Before class: Homework 3

7 discussion, - Class contents from week 1 Read class materials due

Q&A, cases, to week 6 from week 1 to week 7

practice - Practice exercises Prepare for
exercises - Sample exams discussions

Student self study (le.h.) In class:
Participate discussion
and solve practice
exercises
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I Discussions and Practice discussions and solve
exercises: (lc.h.) practice exercises
- Discussion
- Practice exercises --

Week Lecture, Factor Markets and Labor Before class: Homework 4

11 discussion, market (3c.h.) Read: Mankiw (C18- due

Q&A, cases, - Factor markets 19), Pindyck (CI4),

practice - Labor market Arnold (CI2-l3) and

exercises (4 - Demand for labor Hall (Cll)

c.h.) - Labor supply

- Labor market equilibrium Prepare for

- What happens when things discussions

change?

- Discrimination and wages:
wage determination under
perfect and imperfect
competition

. Minimum wage and Union
bargaining In class:

- Wage differentials Participate in

Discussions and Practice discussions and solve

exercises: (lc.h.) practice exercises

- Discussion

- Practice exercises
Week Lecture, Capital and financial markets Before class: Homework S

12 discussion, (3 c.h.) Read: Mankiw (C27), out
Q&A, cases, - Physical capital and firm's Pindyck (ClS), Arnold
practice investment decision (CIS, 21) and Hall
exercises (4 - Investment in human capital (Cl3)
c.h.) - Financial markets: bond,

stock and the economic role Prepare for
of [mancial markets discussions

- Net present value, present
discounted values, interest
rate In class:

Discussions and Practice Participate in
exercises: (lc.h.) discussions and solve
- Discussion practice exercises
- Practice exercises
HW4 answer ~
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Week Lecture, Economic Efficiency and tlte Before class: Homework 5

13 discussion, Role of tire Govemment (2c.h.) Read: Mankiw (C8, due

Q&A, cases, 10-12), Pindyck (CI6,
practice - Markets and economic 18), Arnold (Cll, 16-
exercises (4 efficiency 17), and Hall (CI4)
c.h.) - Measuring market gains

~
Role of the government Prepare for- discussions

- Institutional infrastructure of
a market economy: laws and

regulations

- Market failures

- Monopoly and its power:
antitrust law and regulations In class:

- Externalities Participate in

- Public goods discussions and solve

Discussions and Practice
practice exercises

exercises: (1 c.h.)
- Discussion

- Practice exercises
Student self study (lc.h.)

Week Lecture, Comparative Advantage and the Before class: Sample fmal

14 discussion, Gains from Trade (2c.h.) Read: Mankiw (C9), out

Q&A, cases, - Free trade Arnold (CI8) and

practice - Theory of comparative Hall (CIS)
exercises (4 advantage
c.h.) - Potential gains and actual Prepare for

gains discussions
- Sources of comparative
advantage

- Why some people object to
free trade?

- How free trade is restricted? In class:
- Protectionism Participate in
Discussions and Practice discussions and solve
exercises: (2c.h.) practice exercises
- Discussion
- Practice exercises

Week Review and Review for Final (2c.h.) Before class:
15 Group - Class contents from week 1 Review the course

Presentation to week 15 contents

discussion, - Practice exercises
Q&A (4 c.h.) - Sample exams In class:

--
Group presentation (2 c.h.) Participate in
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presentation,
discussions and solve
practice exercises

Please make sure you are aware of all applicable school policies by COE.
Please note that this is only the tentative course calendar and will be subject to change.
Good luck to you all and have a good and ptoductive semester!

]

Prepared by For Faculty of Development Economics
Department of Economics Dean

of Faculty
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Appendix: Evaluation scales

Instructor(s) will use the 4 scales (1: to be able to recall; 2: to be able to understand and apply; 3: to be able to
reason; and 4: to be able to create) - in equal with the 6 scales of Bloom's taxonomy - given in the below Table
to assess the level of proficiency of the students regarding to their achi~vement"of the expected leaming
outcomes thorough the course. Students can also use these 4 scales to assess themselves the level of proficiency
of the expected learning outcomes stated below.

Level 2
(To be able to
understand and
apply)

Level 3:
(To be able to
reason)

Level 4:
(To be able to
create)

Bloom's
Taxonom

Level J:
(Remembering)

Level 2 & 3:
(lJnderstanding
and applying)

Level 4 & 5:
(Analyzing and
evaluating)

Level 6:
(Creating)

Key verbs to recognize the ability of students after the
course level of roficienc

Memorizing; naming; recognizing; gathering data;
observing; showing; recording; locating; identifying; I
recalling; telling; uncovering; listing; repeating; defining; j
explaining; investigating; pointing to; retrieving prior
knowled e . .
Understanding: classifying; demonstrating; grouping;
illustrating I exemplifying; rearranging; reordering; i
summarizing; inferring; relating; experimenting I
Applying: modeling; diagramming; performing; reporting; 1

ordering; operating; executing I carrying out; using I
im lementin ac uired data in new situations
Analyzing: comparing; attributing; discussing; contrasting;
organizing; investigating; taking a part; deconstructing;
focusing / selecting; solving; differentiating relevancy

Evaluating: interpreting; critiquing; valuing; justifying;
proving; deciding; monitoring; judging; rating; assessing;
a raisin
Imagining / generating / hypothesizing; designing I
planning; inventing / producing / constructing; adapting I
changing; improving / predicting; extending; developing;
~uilding; compiling
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